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Abstract 

Arabic language has a complex morphological structure, which makes it hard to select index terms for an IR system. 

The complexity of the Arabic morphology caused by multimode terms, using diacritics, letters have different forms 

according to its location in the word and affixes can be added at all locations in a word. Many methods were proposed 

to overcome this problem; such as root extraction and light stemming. Light stemming show better retrieval efficiency, 

Light10 is the best stemmer among a series of light stemmers, it simply removes suffixes and prefixes if it is listed in a 
predefined table. Light10 has no restrictions on the affixes, so it is possible to have two different terms having the same 

token while they have different meanings. This paper proposes adding extra prefixes and suffixes to the table, and 

imposes some conditions on removing these affixes. The implementation and testing of the proposed method show 

better precision than the Light10 stemmer. 
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1. Introduction 

Arabic language has complex morphological and 

orthographic forms making it difficult to develop 

efficient Arabic information retrieval systems. 

Moreover the written Arabic letters have different 

forms depending on its location in the word, for 

example; the letter (س) has the following forms: ـس at 

the end of the word, ــســ  in the middle of the word, and 
 at the beginning of the word. For information ســ

retrieval, this complex nature result a greater 

likelihood of mismatch between the form of a word in 

a query and the forms found in documents relevant to 

the query[1]. On the other hand, words preceded by 

some prepositions (  ب , ك , ل)  are agglutinated to them 

making no distinction between the word and the 

preposition. In fact many affixes, other than 

prepositions, have no distinction to the words they 

agglutinated to; for example: one letter prefixes 

indicate the gender of the person in the present tense 

verbs; such as يكتة and تكتة. 

Most of Arabic words are derived from about 10000 

roots, which are basic linguistic constructs (mostly 3 

letters, few roots of 4 or 5 letters) having a semantic 

meaning. 

Words can be derived by applying some 

morphological rules. Actually,thirty words can be 

formed out from a three letter root, in the mean while, 

not all of these permutations are valid Arabic 

words[2].   

In written Arabic, the vowels (diacritics) are omitted, 

so several words of different meaning will have the 

same shape. For example, the word (حسة) can mean 

(calculate), (think that), or (according to). This 

ambiguity makes a crucial problem in information 

retrieval, since an Arabic word can have several 

meanings. 

Another problem of the Arabic language, is the plural 
form of the irregular nouns, also called broken plural, 

such words have different forms than its singular 

form.A solution to this problem is to have a dictionary 

of such words, which is not always available[2]. 

It is clear that words having the same origin and 

attached to different affixes in Arabic (and other 

languages) need to be equated in a normalized 

form.One of the tools that used to fulfill this 

requirement is stemming, for example; in English and 

many other western European languages, stemming is 

primarily a process of suffix removal[3]. In Arabic, 

many stemmers were developed, but the most effective 
stemmers for information retrieval are the light 

stemmers, and the best empirical results were recorded 

by the Light10stemmer [4]. 

Light10 stemmer is a table-driven stemmer; i.e. it has a 

list of affixes such that they are removed from any 

word that its affix matches any table entry or entries. 

The main objective of this paper is to improve Arabic 

information retrieval by improving the effectiveness of 

the Light10 stemmer by imposing some rules that 
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satisfy the nature of the morphology of the Arabic 
language.  

These rules attempt to overcome some problems that 

light stemmers cause; such as over-stemming, miss-

stemming and under-stemming.These drawbacks 

decrease the effectiveness of stemming algorithms, 

however these problems are mutually correlated, that 

means an attempt to reduce the effect of one type may 

has negative consequence to the other[3]. 

The proposed method involves exploring important 

words (instead of excluding less important ones) using 

definite articles of Arabic words, and other properties 

such as plural suffix for both male and female. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 

presents a review of the literature related to Arabic 

term selection; light stemming in particular. Section 3 

introduces the proposed enhancement over Light10 

stemmer. Section 4 includes the implementation and 

evaluation details, and finally section 5 concludes the 

results of this research. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

Arabic language term selection include four types of 
stemming techniques, namely: manually constructed 

dictionaries, root-based stemming (morphological 

analyzers), statistical stemmers and light stemmers. In 

fact each of these techniques represents a level in a 

scale of analysis.  

Root-based stemmers use morphological analysis to 

extract the root of a given Arabic word. One of the 

most popular root-based stemmers is the Khoja's 

stemmer [5].Implementation of this stemmer depends 

on removing suffixes, infixes and prefixes and uses 

pattern matching to extract the roots.It also includes 

lists of diacritic characters, punctuation characters, 
definite articles and 168 stop-words that used to 

normalize search terms. The algorithm suffered from 

some drawbacks especially with broken plurals.  

Khoja algorithm was improved by Taghvaetal. [6], 

by eliminating the need for a dictionary to support 

their root stemmer, thus eliminating the intensive 

maintenance and system requirements associated 

with a dictionary of the entire Arabic language.  

Al-Omarietal.[7]introduced a new Arabic light/heavy 

stemmer called Arabic Rule-Based Light Stemmer, 

which is not based on Arabic root patterns. Instead, it 
depends on mathematical rules and some relations 

between letters. A series of tests were conducted on 

Arabic Rule-Based Light Stemmer to compare the 

effectiveness of this new Arabic stemmer with the 

effectiveness of Khoja stemmer. Experimental results 

show clearly that Arabic Rule- Based Light Stemmer 
is more effective than the other tested Arabic 

stemmer.  

Al-Kabi[8]indicated that many Arabic stemming 

algorithms were presented during the last fifteen 

years.Khoja Arabic stemmer is considered by many 

researchers as a standard stemmer for Arabic 

language. Therefore his study attempts to improve the 

effectiveness of this standard stemmer, through 

adoption of new additional (Patterns, Forms). Adding 

those patterns help to improve its accuracy by around 

5%. 

This paper focuses on light stemming, so this category 
will be presented in more detail in the rest of this 

section. 

The light stemming approach, or affix removal, is a 

process of stripping off a small set of prefixes and/or 

suffixes, without trying to deal with infixes, or 

recognize patterns and find roots [4]. 

Rule based stemmers apply conditions to differentiate 

between the added affixes and the original part of the 

word, for example; Al-Shalabietal.[9] proposed a 

new rule-based light stemmer that depends on a set of 

possible prefix and suffix, in prefix set they 
combined all possible antefixes and prefixes, on the 

other hand, the suffix set combines all possible 

suffixes and postfixes. In this method, a word is 

compared against an Arabic word patterns list 

collected from different resources, if there is a match, 

the prefix is part of the word and will not be 

truncated. Otherwise, if the word does not match any 

Arabic pattern, then the relationship between the 

suffix and prefix will be examined, if there is no 

relationship between the suffix and prefix then at 

least one of them is a part of the word. 

AlAmeedetal. [10]analyzed TREC-2002 list of 
affixes, and proposed a sequence of patterns, that 

applied to improve the effectiveness of light 

stemmer. 

Regarding statistical methods, Darwish[11]  

presented a method for generating morphologically 

related tokens from Wikipedia hypertext to page title 

pairs, by altering the spellings of transliterated named 

entities. 

Boudlal et al.[12] presented a morphological analysis 

system for unvoweled Arabic sentences. The 

morphological analysis process often gives multiple 
solutions. They showed that by introducing the 

context, an approach based on hidden Markov 

models can have very  good  results  in  choosing  the  

correct  root  of  the word. 
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Hybrid stemming methods that combine stemming 
techniques with statistical string matching 

techniques, especially n-gram based approaches[13]. 

Alhanini [14]proposed enhanced Arabic stemming 

algorithm that uses both the light stemming and 

dictionary-based stemming that designed to 

overcome the disadvantages of both.Hadni et 

al[15]proposed a hybrid method which incorporates 

three different techniques for Arabic stemming to 

overcome some of the existing stemming algorithms 

weaknesses. The three techniques are: Khoja 

Stemmer, Light Stemmer and N-Gram.Al-

Nashashibietal.[16]proposeda hybrid stemmer that 
included rule-based,such stemmer removes prefixes 

and suffixes from the word according to specific 

rules. The pattern-based infix remover removes 

infixes from the word according to specific patterns. 

Khedr et al. [17]introduced a new algorithm that 

provides an extension for a new set of rule and 

patterns by extending light stemmer ofEL-

Beltagy[18] and Light10 stemmer. 

Affix removal algorithms[19],[20]and [4] introduce a 

very close set of rules with certain conditions to 

remove prefixes and suffixes from words. Each of 
them define a set of rules that applied to words in 

order to remove prefixes or suffixes; such as 

removing definite articles for prefixes, or removing 

pronouns for suffixes.    

Light10 proposed byLarkeyetal. [4] and [21] as a 

developed version of a series of Arabic light 

stemmers.  Light10 is the most effective of this 

series. They concluded that light stemming improves 

retrieval without providing correct morphological 

roots. Light10 stemmer applies the following 

procedure:  

 Remove the letterو (“and”) if the remainder 
of the word length exceeds, or equal to three 

characters. Even the removal of the letter 

 ,is helpful, it may cause some problems'و'

since many Arabic words begin with this 

letter as an original part of it. 

 Remove any of the definite articles, if two or 

more characters left, and finally, 

 Remove affixes from a word that match any 

item in a predefined list, if the length of the 

word left is at least two characters. The list 

of prefixes is: ال ,   وال,  بال, كال,  فال ,لل ,و and 
the list of suffixes is: ين  ,يه  ,  ية,  ه  ,ة  ,ي  ,  

 . ها  ,ان  ,ات,  ون

This paper proposed an enhancement of Light10 by 

adding additional affixes to remove according to 

some conditions, so the proposed method is called 

CondLight. 

3. Conditional Light stemmer: CondLight 

Light stemming is used to unify Arabic terms in a 

simple way without dealing with the complex 

morphological nature of these words. The unified 

terms (or tokens) can be used to index Arabic 

documents in an IR system, for example: different 

documents that use different forms of a term that has 

the same meaning will be indexed, even if they donot 

contain that form.Moreover these documents will be 

returned as a result of a user need, even they donot 

include the form of a term entered by the user, table-1 
presents an example of this type of retrieval. 

Table-1 IR Indexing without stemming, and with 

stemming 

Without Stemming: the user must use the same form of 

a term to retrieve relevant documents 

 User query انمعهم

semantic انمعهماخ انمعهمىن كانمعهم فانمعهم وانمعهم 

Index 

term 

 انمعهماخ انمعهمىن كانمعهم فانمعهم وانمعهم

With stemming: the user could use any form of a term 

and get the relevant documents 

 User query انمعهم

semantic انمعهماخ انمعهمىن كانمعهم فانمعهم وانمعهم 

Index 

term 

 معهم معهم معهم معهم معهم

 

This research proposes adding extra prefixes to the list 

that has been used in Light10 stemmer, which is: ( تـ ,بـ 

يـ , سـ , لـ ,   In order . ( وا, هم, هن  ) and new suffixes (ف ,

to remove these prefixesand suffixes, a set of 
conditions should be satisfied; these conditions are 

derived from the morphological properties of the 

Arabic language, and could be stated as follows: 

 Condition1: To delete the suffixes:  ( هن, هم  ) 

from the end of a token, it should not begin 

with one of those 

( والـ,كالـ ,فالـ , الـ  ), since in these cases, these 

suffixesare an original part of the word. 

 Condition2: To delete the prefix (يـ) from the 

token, it must end with one of this set of 

suffixes( ةوا,  ون,هان  ,  in this case this ,(ها ,  

token is a presentverb, for example: , يفعهها  )
(يفعهىا, يفعهه, يفعهح,يفعالن , يفعهىن  . The same 

condition is applicable for the tokens that 

begin with (تـ). 

 Condition 3: To delete the prefix(بـ) from the 

token it must end with one of following set of 

suffixes(  هن, هم  since ,(ها , ان,ات , ين  ,ه  ,ة ,

this token is a nounand this prefix is not 
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anoriginal part ofthe word, for example:( تكتثها
تكتثهه,تكتثهم ,تكتثه , تكتثح, تكتاتان, تكتاتاخ , تكتاتيه ,   

). The same condition is applicable when the 

prefix is either  (لـ) or (فـ), for example: ( , نكتثها 

نكتثهه,نكتثهم ,نكتثه , نكتثح, نكتاتان, نكتاتاخ , نكتاتيه  ) 

and ( فكتثه , فكتثح, فكتاتان, فكتاتاخ , فكتاتيه , فكتثها 

فكتثهه,فكتثهم , ). 

 Condition 4: To delete the prefix (سـ) from the 

token, it mustbe followed by either ( تـ )  or (يـ), 

where condition 2 is then applied. 

The order in which these conditions are applied may 

encounter some problems, since a token could have an 

affix where more than one condition could be applied. 
Some heuristics can be used to determine which 

condition is more applicable, such as the length of the 

affix, where the longest affix appears in the token 

determines which condition to apply. On the other 

hand, the frequency of some affixes indicate which 

condition to apply; i.e. highest frequent first. 

The list of the proposed affixes, compared to the list 
used by light stemmer variants, is presented in table-

2. So the proposed modifications along with the 

associated conditions that should be applied bring in 

a new stemmer: CondLight. 

Table 2: List of removed affixes for different light 

stemmers 

 Remove prefixes Remove Suffixes 

Light1 وال,  تال, كال,  فال   

 ال ,

None 

Light2 تال, كال,  فال ,و  

 ال ,   وال,

None 

Light3 " ج,ه 

Light8 " )ي   ,يه  ,  يح,  ه  ,ج  ,

  ,ان  ,اخ,  ون  ,  يه

 ها

Light10 تال, كال,  فال ,نم ,و  

 ال ,   وال,

" 

Modified 

Light10 

Stemming 

 

  تال, كال,  فال ,نم ,و

 ال ,   وال,

سـ , فـ, يـ , نـ , تـ ,تـ   

  ,يه  ,  يح,  ه  ,ج  ,ي

  ,ان  ,اخ,  ون  ,  يه

 ها

وا, هه, هم   

In the next section, the proposed affix removal scheme 

will be applied on a collection of documents, and will 

be tested against Arabic documents‟ retrieval. 
 

4. Implementation and Evaluation 

The proposed light stemmer will be applied on the 

TREC2002 collection [22], which contains 383872 

documents drawn from the archive of the Associated 
France Press (AFP) news wires. These documents are 

organized in files, where each file contains day news 

from the year 1994 to 2000. The collection –also- has a 

set of 75 user needs„topics‟ numbered from AR1 to 
AR75, with relevance judgment. Each topic has three 

parts: header, description, and narrative. In this 

implementation, a query is made up of the header and 

the description of each topic. 

The documents are indexed in an inverted table such 
that stop words and punctuations are removed. Terms 

are normalized such that all (أ آ إ ) are replaced by (ا), 

and (ة ) is replaced by ( ه). 

The same Java class that used to apply the light10 

stemmer is implemented and used to apply CondLight 
stemmer, such that the proposed modifications and 

conditions are addedto generate the documents' index. 

Table-3shows a portion ofstatistical data resulted from 

the application of the implemented stemmers. 

Table-3: Statistical Data of both Light10 and CondLight 

compared to the baseline (All terms) 

 Light10 CondLight All terms 

(no 

stemming) 

Number of 
tokens 

284049 258480 473025 

Number of 

postings✦ 

36945596 36794313 59278987 

Mean 

Average 

Precision 

(MAP) 

0.367 0.384 0.254 

Average of 

R-Precision♣ 

0.40 0.41 0.29 

✦Number of occurrences of all terms in all documents 

♣ Average precision at the Rth retrieved relevant 

document, where R is the actual number of relevant 

documents of a query in the relevance judgment  

Statistical data of both Light10 and CondLight better 

enhance retrieval over using no stemming (All Terms), 

at the same time both stemmers used less number of 

tokens. CondLight uses only 55% of the all terms' 
tokens and 62% of postings as well. In spite of that 

CondLight indexed less number of tokensthan the 

number of tokensindexed by light10 (91% of that of 

Light10); they have close number of postings, that 

means CondLight discards some terms with no 

significance that Light10 considered. At the same time, 

CondLight gains higher mean average precision and R-

precision compared tolight10. 
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Figure-1: 11-recall levels precision-recall curve for Light10 and 

CondLight stemmers 

 

Experimental resultsshow that the conditional light 

stemmer gains about 5% enhancement of retrieval over 

the original Light10 stemmer.The enhancement occurs 
at lower recall levels (as shown in Figure-1), which 

satisfies users need, such as retrieving relevant 

documents in the first page while searching web 

engines. 

This slight enhancement could be justified as some 
terms (of different meaning) will have the same 

morphological shape after affixes removal, making 

system retrieves more irrelevant documents; i.e. 

increasing the true negative retrieval, which resulted a 

lower precision. When applying the proposed 

conditions, this situation becomes less probable, hence 

the chance to have true negative retrieval becomes 

lower, and consequently enhancing the precision ratio. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, a conditional light stemmer is proposed, 

such that a set of new affixes are proposed to be 

removed if they satisfied one or more of a set of 

proposed conditions. The application of the proposed 

light stemmer shows that adding some conditions to 

light stemmers enhances the retrieval at the lower 

recall levels. As a future work it is worth to test the 

proposed stemmer against the correctness of the 

resulted words after affixes removal. 
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